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Trolleys series Bigà  

 

Cart TYPE 1 e TYPE 1S (sides) cm 120x80 capacity 400 kg   

Cart in round tube, epoxy powder coating, strip wood oiled floor with fifth wheel with ball bearings and 
rudder with articulated head, pneumatic or anti-puncture wheels Ø 260. 

Cart TYPE 2 e TYPE 2S(sides) cm 120x80 capacity 300 kg.  

Cart in round tube, oven epoxy powder coating, strip wood oiled floor, wheels with fixed supports and 
ball bearing swivel Ø 200. Rudder with articulated head. 

Cart TYPE SEMPLICE  cm 150x100 capacity 400 kg.  

Reinforced sheet oven painted with epoxy powders. Fixed and swivel wheels Ø 260 on supports with 
bearings, rudder with articulated head. Simple and inexpensive cart by 1000 uses. 
   

Cart TYPE SIL sized (155x90) capacity 700 kg.  Thick sheet steel cart with three fixed edges and 

one on the side, flap 
opening.    Solid tyres, 
super elastic Ø 260 
mounted on aluminium 
rims. Complete with fifth 
wheel and rudder. 
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Cart TYPE PORTAPERSONE cm 150x115  

Simple cart with wooden base and non-slip rubber with multidirectional wheels Ø cm 260 fixed on 

supports with ball bearings, 4 fixed seats on beam, accommodate 4 people. 
 

Cart TYPE LUX a misure (157x82 H 1600) portata 400 kg.  

Very sturdy cart, vertical partition on request and tailored, laser cut sheet epoxy powder painted. 

Equipped with fifth wheel, rudder with return spring and rear tow hook 
 

Cart TYPE CIR, PAD e PAD 2. Sized. Loading platform H cm 10 capacity 200/600/1200 kg     

We produce carts conformed to title III  art. 70 annex. V. d.lgs 81/2008     



                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Main feature of cart is to have a load floor with ramp of only 10 cm high, allowing easy loading of other carts 

with wheels. The cart can be basic only, with side walls of containment or with total closure plate with rear 

side door. Solid superelastic tires Ø 260/300 mounted on stainless or galvanised aluminium wheels. 

Complete with fifth wheel and rudder, with eye or articulated head with return spring. The ramp serves as 

the safety guard to keep the materials on the cart. Max size cm. Length 275  external width 130 internal 

210x100. 



Cart TYPE ETERNITY cm 120x80 H 155 capacity 400 kg  

Large capacity and robust cart, cupboard with shelves or empty, for linen, medicines and waste. Lock 

with key.  Continental Super elastic wheels suitable for all types of ground 
 

Cart TYPE LE cm 150x70 capacity 400 kg   

Cart with 2 solid wheels of elastic rubber Ø 400 with stamped steel wheels with ball bearings. Hand 

tipper. Ideal on farms or as multi-purpose sturdy cart. 
 

Cart TYPE GIORGE sized (240x80) capacity 300 kg  

To solve specific problems, 2 rudders and 2 fifth wheels to go in two directions without turning the cart. 
Reinforced sheet and epoxy powder painted has a capacity of 300 kg. Wheels Ø 260. 
 

Cart TYPE DISTRI sized (200x90 H 180) capacity 400 kg.  Sliding openings and doors on both sides 

with padlocking. Equipped with rudder for towing with handbrake on the rear wheels. Superelastic solid 
tires Ø 260 on aluminium wheels. 



Cart TYPE FACILE, 3 sizes possibility to adapt and manufacture the cart at  your needs     

slewing ring, springed handle bar, pusj handle, towing hook, 7 tires types, cage.  

 

 

 

 

 

CONSULT THE SERIES FACILE CART CATALOGUE. 

ON REQUEST SIZED VERSIONS. 

 

Examples of carts with cage    

 

 

 

Cart TYPE SPINOTTO   

 

Cart CESTO   

 
 

Cart TYPE BIBIGA’   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cart TYPE TRIBIGA’   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Sizes:  

60 x 125  

80 x 125 

90 x 155 

 



 
 

Cart TYPE PORTABARELLE   CLOSURE FOR  1S  2S CM 120X80  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CART FOR WASTE COLLECTION SERIES TARESCAL 

INNOVATION FOR HANDLE AND SIMPLY USE  
 

 

ASK FOR 

DEDICATED 

CATALOGUE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CART TYPE 4000 WITH LOADING PLATFORM ONLY 10 CM H. 

CAPACITY 1000 KG. 

 

         ASK FOR 

      DEDICATED 

     CATALOGUE 

 



"ETERNITY" series carts   



Big cart with two doors that open at 180 degrees with rack, two shelves and push handle. Thick sheet metal 

cart, epoxy powder coated. Uses 2 pneumatic wheels diameter 26 cm on fixed media and two super elastic 

Continental wheels with high capacity supports, 20 cm diameter. This type of wheels make it usable both on 

smooth floors and on asphalt, maintaining an ease of use and an excellent rolling. Equipped with rudder 

and rear tow bar, it is easily moved by hand. 

 ETERNITY" series carts cart cm 120x80 H 155 capacity 400 

kg Large capacity and robust cart, cupboard with shelves or empty, for linen, medicines and waste. 

Lock with key.  Continental Super elastic wheels suitable for all types of ground. 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS CAPACITY 400 KG. 

Cabinet Size L 1190 W790 H 1200. Total size L 1295 W 835 H 1545. Weight with wheels kg. 135/150. 

2 pneumatic wheels on fixed supports. 2 super elastic wheels on extra strong supports. 2 inn. Shelves 
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CART series FACILE 

3 sizes possibility to manufacture the cart at  your needs.  

 slewing ring, springed handle bar, pusj handle, towing hook.  

 7 types of wheels. Openable cage with differents height   

base sizes: 60x90 - 80x125 - 90x155 cage with openable posterior door H 100/150           

 

 

 

The structure of the FACILE Series cart is made by a folded sheet of 1.5 mm. 

4 mm of mounting plates. Galvanized handle bar with spring, galvanized 

Coupling, painted handle, Fifth wheel axle load of 750 kg spheres. Alloy 

steel with removable screws. The painting of the trolley is epoxy thick.  SIMPLE CART MADE TO 

LAST A LIFETIME 
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TARESCAL CART  
   

for waste collection  

Tarescal Cart Big size, two doors that open, easy to handle, suitable for indoor and 

outdoor use on all floors, make this cart the spearhead in waste collection. Equipped with push 

handle, rudder for towing, back towing, wash water emptying tap. It mounts 2 pneumatic wheels 

diameter 26 cm with fixed media and two Continental super elastic wheels with swivel mounts high 

capacity, diameter 20 cm. This type of wheels make it usable both on smooth floors and on 

asphalt, maintaining an ease of use and an excellent rolling. Pedal closing/opening upper limelight 

100 x 100 cm, front tilt door for manual emptying with big opening of cm 60x150. Sturdy cart 3 mm 

thick bent sheet metal. Epoxy powder painted. 



TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:   

Capacity 700 kg. Dimension L 1500 P 900 H 1350. Weight with wheels kg. 250 
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PAD2 CART SERIES LOWERED 
        

                                                          

    Conforme ai requisiti art. 70 allegato V  

The low-slung PAD 2 cart represents the cutting edge of the carts in the production by Bigà Italia. This cart 

is built to size upon customer's request, according to the real needs of load and size. Tyre dimensions, side 

rails, caps, are from time to time designed and built in relation to the pavement, the site, and the stress of use 

of the cart itself, creating a product that will last over time. 

The capacity varies from 100 kg. to 2,000 kg ensuring always a perfect rolling. 
 

It is produced with load floor measures 160 cm and 240 cm and a width of 75 cm. Suitable for the 

transport of two or three rollers. Max measures. L 225 cm and 305 cm. 

  

The cart PAD 2 can have rear or side load with the latter solution, it can fit a tow bar and tow a 

second cart. 

  

Strengths of PAD2 cart 

A) Loading floor with minimum height 5 cm for easy loading of any cart weighing 500 kg, with climb 

ramp less than 5%. Produced both with rear and side load. 

B) Front wheels mounted on the fifth wheel, which allows the carriage to turn with bending angles 

close to 90 degrees, keeping a path almost integral with the wheels of the hauler; (compared to a 

rotating wheel reduces the cutting of the curve of 40%). 

C) The tilt platform does not need to be lowered or raised from the ground with hands, a lever is used 

that allows the operator not to have to bend his back and touch the floor with his hands so remaining 

in standing position.  
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CART SERIES 4000  

                                                            

Compliant to the requirements of art. 70 annex V 

The low 4000 cart represents the cutting edge of the carriages in production at Bigà Italia. This cart is built to 

size upon customer's request, according to the real needs of load and size. Tyre dimensions, side rails, caps, 

are from time to time designed and built in relation to the pavement, the site, and the stress of use of the cart 

itself, creating a product that will last over time. The capacity varies from 100 kg. to 2,000 kg ensuring always a 

perfect rolling. 

 

It is produced with load floor measures from 240 cm o 400 cm and a width from 90 to 180 cm. Max 

External measures 500 x 180 cm. 

  

Strengths of the cart Series 4000 

A) Load surface with a minimum height 8cm for easy loading of any cart weighing 500 kg, with climb ramp less 

than 5%. B) Front wheels mounted on the fifth wheel, which allows the cart to turn with bending angles close to 

90 degrees, keeping a path almost integral with the wheels of the hauler. 

C) The tilt platform does not need to be lowered or raised from the ground with hands, a lever is used that allows 

the operator not to have to bend his back and touch the floor with his hands so remaining in standing position. 
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